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Marion Best: Interior 
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Rudy Komon Gallery 	 Photo: Max Dupain 

The shiny white aesthetic comet to Sydney prestige dealers 
Marion Best Pty. Ltd., by archt. Peter Hall and the Rudy 
Komon Gallery by Neville Gruzman. Two excellent conver-
sions. both from rather unpromising material. At Marion 
Best's a warren of tiny rooms has been connected by arches 
to form a series of separate but intimately related spaces. 
Walls and ceilings—shiny white paint (except some not too 
successful glazed ceilings in strong colours). Light stair in 
steel with white terrazzo treads, oiled pine handrail. Tatami 
on the floor. Arched mirrors create a positive Casbah of 
arched space. Cost approx. £3,000, C.B.C. Contracting Pty. 
Ltd., bldrs. The Rudy Komon gallery, Paddington, formerly 
was a terrace house collection of interior boxes on two floors, 
narrow (13 feet) and hopeless for displaying pictures. 
Neville Gruzman has created one flowing space going 
through two floors, connected by a light stair in timber with 
carpeted treads. By eliminating the relationship between 
the long walls there is no fixed point to allow one to realise 
how narrow the building really is. Walls and ceiling shiny 
white, shiny white terrazzo to the ground floor, with brown 
strips to indicate a step in the entrance. Neat adjustable 
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lighting. Wargon, Chapman & Partners, engrs; H. Knobloch, 
bldrs. Archt. Neville Gruzman writes: "I have been using 
this reflective treatment, particularly in high gloss white, for 
about ten years in various jobs because of the illusive quality 
that it gives to a space so treated, one, by an increased 
sense of space even though the walls are solid, without 
destroying the solid structural nature of the walls and with-
out destroying the sense of inclusion that the use of solid 
walls implies, and, two, as a means of integrating objects 
and people both in form and colour by the almost non-
existent reflection that such walls give. By nature these walls 
develop a slight bloom after several months which softens 
the reflection so that it becomes much more subtle. This 
particular job is the first time that I have gone the whole 
hog and having as well as the walls and ceiling a reflective 
floor and it appears to be fairly successful". 

The 1965 James F. Brett plywood prize of 400 gns. was 
wrn_b.y Mr..  Teck Jnnn Ong of Virfnrip 
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At the Floreat Forum shopping centre in the affluent Perth  
suburb of Floreat Park, shops are arranged on either tide 
of a pedestrian mall closed by an arcade at one end and 
a community centre at the other. At the main entrance a 
continental style cafe overlooks the children's play area 
set in a sand pit with an armoured car for a play sculp-
ture. The neck of the mall is entered around the corner 
from the community centre and the mall proper is beyond 
this again, divided off by a covered way. This consciously 
controlled spatial evolution leads the eye on, with glimpses 
through and out, past a varying series of spaces into the 
centre of the complex. The broad shopping mall is com-
plete with gay umbrellas, fountain, bandstand, spiral stair-
case, plant pots and seats which, miraculously, create the 
desired informal atmosphere without too much clutter. The 
fountain predictably gets filled with garbage and sprays 
passers-by. The most decorative effect is in the arcades 
where blue roof lights cast patches of brilliant coloured sun-
light on to the pavements. Externally the complex is re-
markably successful: it avoids the appearance of being 
hemmed in by the inevitable sea of car-parking and presents 
a good face to all sides. Taking advantage of the cross fall 
of the site, the service bay to food shops and chain stores 
is raised a full storey above the surrounding level, thus 
eliminating the usual eye sore elevation. Visually the whole 
scheme is held together by a bold fascia treatment in which 
prominent square tubes are used repetitively in place of 
the usual minimal cover battens. Total lettable area is 
80,000 sq. ft. Contract price £375,000 excluding external 
works. Cameron, Chisholm & Nicol, archts; G. T. Robinson 
Pty. Ltd., bldr.  
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Sydney Ancher a force in the field of modern Domestic 
in 	dne for 20 ears is leavin• —not -xactl 

retiring—but building himself a house on a fine headland  
on tha Nor+h Coast and, as he puts It._opening the Coffs 
Harbour branch of Ancher, Mortlock, Murray and Woolley". 
A charming, unassuming but energetic fellow in his early 
sixties, it is hard to realise he was 41 when his first house 
(a Sulman Award winner) was built, but in the ten years 
after the second world war he and Seidler divided Modern 
Architecture in Sydney between them, winning most of the 
awards, fighting most of the court actions, educating the 
masses and generally easing the way for the rest of us. 
Sydney Ancher graduated in 1929 and then followed a 
checkered career working with Joseph Embarton in London, 
John Moore in Sydney, joining the ranks as a sapper during 
the war and working for the Commonwealth Building Re-
search Station. This covered many years of frustration, no 
work and no money—with one great memory: Frank Lloyd 
Wright's London lectures just prior to the war. After the 
war, in his heyday, working from his home and later from a 
room in Carrington Street (for 7/6 per week) Ancher em-
ployed many students including Bryce Mortlock, Stuart Mur-
ray, Bruce Rickard, Alan Gilbert, Bill Burrows, Cedric Carle 
and other "heavies" on the current architectural scene. In 
recent years he has been somewhat upstaged by the younger 
pundits of a rapidly expanding firm and C-S now takes 
pleasure in pushing him gently back into the spotlight with 
these recently completed buildings, and also to report that 
he has been appointed architect by the RAIA Council for 
the new RAIA hq. in Canberra. 
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This house at St. Ives. Sydney: spontaneous. unself-
gonscious and rambling is just down the road from Ken 
Woolley's Pettit & Sevitt exhibition estate IC-S No. 141), 

highlighting  the difference between the carefree, informal  

on.-off job aiicLthe studied econony, f  the merchant-built 

acme. Designed around the long dining +able, it has a 

robust country spirit happily unconcerned with formal rela-
tionships, direct expression and the like. Roof pitches vary, 
walls curve away nonchalantly and the structure ambles along 
in the wake of the form, but the whole building exudes com-
fort, and in the tradition of the English country house, is the 
essence of the word Home. Materials: white painted bagged 
brick, Red Meranti stained dark brown to ceilings and win-
dow frames. Dark grey semi-glazed tiles and bitumenous felt 
roofs. Cos+ approx. £600 per square. Syd. Ancher, archt. 
(Ancher. Mortlock,  Murray  & Woolley); ,I P Cnrr7ukns Pty 
Ltd.. bldr.  
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A tiny building commanding immediate attention  in the 
street at Newport, N.S.W. Its spectacular entrance leads to 
another world of spare simplicity—even doors are unneces-
sary. Built for an apparently liberal-minded Public Servant, 
it cannot be built out and has a fine view of the surf as 
Mr. Ancher's verandah pose might indicate. Syd happily 
told C-S reporter that last New Year's Eve local wags 
painted "Men" on one wall and "Women" on the other. 
(Maybe they didn't see the Bulletin's recent cartoon — one 

"bricky" to another as architect and client walk away, "This 
isn't just a brick wall, mate. It's a statement of textural 
integrity".) Materials: white painted bagged brick, dark 

stained timbers. Sydney Ancher. arch+. (Ancher, Mortlock, 

Murray and Wolley). R. Lobban, bldr. Cost £3,250. 

Photos: Max Dupain 

7 The Union Building at the Australian National University was 

c(esigned •y Sydney Ancher (Ancher Mortlock Murray and  

Woolley, archtsj. his first other than domestic  design. The 
building faces Ellery Circuit midway between University 
Avenue and the new Administrative building. The main front, 
however, faces away from the street and overlooks the Uni-
versity grounds in a north-westerly direction, and this front 
with its terraces, railways and aluminium louvre awnings is 
clearly the inhabited side, in contrast to the south east 
facade in which dark stained timber windows se+ up stark 
contrapuntal rhythms in the white bagged brickwork. Con-
struction: r. conc. floors and columns, steel deck roof on 
timber and steel framing. Floor finishes: parquetry or vinyl 
tile; ceilings off-form conc. or sprayed acoustic plaster. 
Accommodation includes a cafeteria to sea+ 265, coffee 
rooms, dining room, kitchen, and small offices and shops for 
various student services and activities. Cos+ £138,470. Con-
sultants: McMillan & Britton, str. engrs; Kuttner, Collins, 
Bligh & Partners, heating, mech. vent. and elec.; Chas. A. 
Harding & Son, q. surveyors; A. V. Jennings (Aust.) Ltd., 
bldrs. 
l( Mr. R. R. Neville of Burnie has been elected 1965-66 
President of the Master Builders' Federation of Australia. 
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(j Resumptions and demolitions are now taking place in West 
Perth as the first stage for an £8+ million 1.2 mile freeway. 
This will extend the existing Kwinana Freeway from its 
present termination at the Narrows Bridge past the West 
side of the city to the other side of the railway line. The in-
tention of this project is to divert through traffic from the city 
centre. In fact, of course, the vast mass of traffic is destined to 
or from the c:ty centre itself and the road will inevitably be 
used primarily as a commuter feeder road. This will cer-
tainly improve the lot of commuting motorists but without 
a simultaneous improvement in public transport systems, it 
can only aggravate the city congestion in the long run. 
The freeway will be cut deeply into the side of the hill on 
which West Perth stands and will effectively isolate this in-
creasingly important commercial and administrative centre 
from the city. It is designed to avoid the gatehouse of the 
Victorian barracks and the spectacular Federal Hotel, but 
these buildings, detached from their urban surroundings and 
set in isolation against the overpowering scale of the free-
way, will lose all their charm. 
fi A Treasury, Supreme, District and Magistrates courts are 
part of a State Government administrative precinct soon to 
commence in Brisbane. Estimated cost, £16 million. 

This photo, released by The Co-ordinator General's Depart-
ment, Queensland, is of the proposed new bridge to re-
place the old steel Victoria Bridge at the top of Queen 
Street Brisbane.  Of prestressed precast concrete, the new 
bridge has good simple lines and will be an asset to the 
city, both in appearance and function. 
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if The W.A. Chapter of the Institute has launched a campaign 
!q1 to raise £25.000 to establish a Chair of Architecture at the 

University. Registered architects are being asked to con-
tribute a minimum of £50 over 3 years. Senior members of 
private firms are to act as organizers to extract the re-
quired multiple of £50 from their firms, the Senior members 
being expected to subsidise any inadequate contribution by 
underpaid assistants. Extortion has certainly evolved into a 
fine art. We can't see how any firm can get out of this 
double nelson. It must admit either that it is broke or that 
it takes no interest in higher standards of Architecture, if it 
is to avoid paying up. 

Photo by courtesy of the National Trust 

Lindsay. Darling Point, built 1834 for Campbell Drummond 
Riddell, Colonial Treasurer for NSW, is important as the 
}Irv" Australian "Gothic" house — asymmetrical in plan and 
elevation (except on the harbour front). Given to the 
National Trust by Walter Pye, it is being carefully restored 
by archt. Guy Lovell, backed by an enthusiastic Women's 
Committee. Approx. £5,000 has been spent to date on re-
pairing the fabric, restoring facades to the original, in-
teriors to early Victorian (as no trace of original colours or 
furniture remain); based as much of the original design 
seems to have been on the J. C. Loudon Encyclopaedia of 
1833. 

/ jI These two houses were recently completed in Canberra by 
/s arch+. Dr. Enrico Taglietti, whose highly personal style re-

mains outside  the main streams of current Australian archi-
tecture but is nonetheless invigorating and adaptable. 
Characteristically the buildings are expressed as deep ex-
tended horizontal bands — a sloped fascia; white walls with 
windows cut in, frequently with sloping jambs; and garden 
walls with battered edges. It is an architecture of exaggera-
tion, but within its own idiom, consistently controlled. 

1
C' q Queensland University's Great Hall project has been post-
) ..n=d indefinite) . The revised scheme b Stuart McIntosh 

cannot be finance • •y t e University Senate.  T e original 
design, the competition winner, had previously proved too 
expensive for the University to consider—tenders had ranged 
from £470,000 to £555,000 for a building which it was in-
tended should not cost more than £300,000. 
fi Headed b Professor H. Cowan, a s•ecial committee of the 

b 	 au•ITIL TAT • .tion o a  
4-inch module. Complete implementation of the committee's 
recommendation might take a number of years, said Mr. 
Dick Gillespie, the committee's secretary. "All we can do is 
to try and encourage the use of the 4-inch module .. .Its 
implementation here is now a matter for the architect, the 
engineer, the builder and the manufacturer of building 
components." 
fi The Triennial RIBA Bronze medal for W.A. has been 

' ` awarded to the University Read Library by Cameron Chis-
holm and Nicol. 

$
f Mr. Ross Chisholm, partner in the firm of Cameron Chis-
holm & Nicol, architects Perth, W.A., was awarded the £1,000 
scholarship for 1965 provided by Australian Sisalkraft Pty. 
Ltd. Mr. Chisholm intends studying contractural procedures 
a d i 1ationships in the building industry in Japan, United 
States, United Kingdom and Europe. 

'~ 
 II Tenders will be called for A.N.G.  Properties Ltd's. 
12-storey, £500,000 building near the centre of Port Moresby.  
the first development of this kind for  Papua-New Guinea. 
The building will contain bank offices, an airline terminal, a 
restaurant and office and flat accommodation. (Peddle, 
Thorp and Walker, Sydney, archts.). 

2a A non-profit company, the Lower Yarra Crossing Authority, 
will be established to build and operate a bridge across 
the Yarra's lower reaches connecting Melbourne with western 
suburbs now served by a ferry. It is expected that, on com-
pletion, Melbourne will be able to sprawl westwards, fending 
to balance the sprawl south and eastwards. The bridge of 
six traffic lanes, 1,000 ft. span and 170 ft. above the river 
at its highest point, will cost £11 million and road approaches 
£4 million. Money will be recovered by a toll on the bridge. 
Q State Government approval has been given to the £2 million 
first stage of the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 
rebuilding scheme. This will consist of demolishing five old 
buildings and building the first of six I0-storey study wings. 
The study wings, a Great Hall and a Union building com-
prise the total rebuilding scheme estimated at £14.4 mil-
lion. Across the road in Swanston Street was proposed a 
new civic centre for Melbourne. The project has been aban-
doned. The building committee Chairman Cr. Sir Bernard 
Evans said the cost of acquiring properties in the project 
block would be more than £10 million. The Council could not 
afford to "freeze" such a great area of rateable property, he 
said. 
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Mined with flooring in mind 
This is a little sample of natural asbestos—one of the most important ingredients in the 

manufacture of high quality floor tiles. Reason ? Asbestos is a tough, fibrous mineral 

which, when blended with P.V.C., gives us an outstandingly durable floor tile of high 

stability, resistant to chemical attack and heavy scuffing. 

The huge American flooring market is the best example of the virtues of asbestos; more 

than 80% of the smooth surface floor tiles sold in the United States contain asbestos. 

In Australia the Dunlop Company maintains its market lead by producing the highest 

quality Vinyl-Asbestos Floor Tile while continuing to hold down the price. 

CALL DUNLOP FLOORING SERVICE FOR IMMEDIATE ADVICE OR SAMPLES. 

96 Flinders Street, Melbourne. 63 0371 
Centenary Place, Brisbane. 31 0271 
131-133 Pirie Street, Adelaide. 23 2611 
18 Paterson Street, Launceston. 2 2067 

COMPLETE 
FLOORING 

SERVICE 

27-33 Wentworth Avenue, Sydney. 2 0969 
424 Murray Street, Perth. 21 8141 
27 Argyle Street, Hobart. 3 3515 
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